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Â Â Â Â  This mental-rehearsal CD set, the four-week guided-meditation companion program to Dr.

Joe Dispenzaâ€™s book Breaking the Habit of Being Yourself, is designed to move you from the

analytical Beta brain-wave state to the state of Alpha, and develop your ability to sustain coherent

brain-wave patterns. By placing your awareness on different parts of your body â€œin spaceâ€• and

on â€œthe space around your body,â€• as instructed by Dr. Joe, you are altering your brain so that

you enter into the operating system of your subconscious mindâ€”where unwanted habits and

programs exist. The objective is to learn to stay present and make meditation a skill. It is from this

new place that you will begin to make the changes in your life that you desire!
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I bought my copy of these two meditations directly from Dr. Joeâ€™s website as a download for

$4.95 for the both of them, instead of $14.82 for the CD thatâ€™s listed here. He must have read

your criticisms and re-recorded it, because the sound quality is decent enough for an mp3 file: 44.1

kHz at 192 kbps (one reviewer here said the CD audio quality was VERY bad). And, there is none of

the offending sibilance (hissing sounds) in evidence. His website says, â€œnew edition now

includes an introduction by Dr. Joe & new song,â€• which implies that he must have issued a new

recording of these two meditations. So you might want to avoid the older version listed here.That

said, the biggest problem I had with these new files is the darn gongs going off. There are three of

them in each meditation, one for each week of the program. For the fourth week, you're supposed to

meditate through to the end. The induction portion of the meditation does a great job of getting you



very relaxed. Then, instead of letting you drift peacefully into the next section (Week 2, if youâ€™re

following along with the book) you are hit on the head with a sonic bomb, bringing you right out of

your trance. Kinda defeats the purpose of a deep meditation, doesnâ€™t it?My solution was to open

the files in a sound editor, isolate the offending gong sounds, and then replace those sections with

matching sections from the original music. This was quite a bit of work, but at least now I can either

stop when I hear him introducing the next script, or drift peacefully into the next weekâ€™s lesson

without being gonged over the head. To me, the gongs were a real mood killer when youâ€™re

trying to stay in a meditative state.Sorry, Dr. Joe. No more gongs for you, OK?

I started listening to the meditations today. I like the recording very much, the music is relaxing and

Dr. Dispenza's. Voice is pleasant to me. I downloaded this in MP3 from joedispenza.com for $4.95,

so if you like digital recordings this is the way to go.

The meditations are helpful, correlating to the book text, however, they did not resonate with me

particularly. They need to be used understanding the purpose intended---as stated in the title. Each

person's response will be different, of course. There are two guided meditations to achieve the

directive. You have to be willing to work with a guided presentation with a person's voice guiding the

thought process.

I read the book and I find it informative, but not very easy to read. The CD is not for me. I don't like

how it sounds. It is not relaxing for me because of that. In a deep relaxation introduction you have to

like the voice, the speed, the music, and the combination between the volume of the voice and

music.

Using this CD has been amazing. After reading the book and doing all of the writing assignments, I

was able to expand my self-awareness 10 fold. I am a school social worker who has been doing

spiritual work for more than 30 years. Amazingly, I learned so much about my subconscious feelings

and thoughts. I have been doing the meditations for 30 days. I have to say, that they are

transforming my mind and my life. I have already shared the book. I will soon share the meditations

with others. I highly recommend this tool.

I'm sorry but I ordered this CD. The first one I received I thought it was defective. I returned it and

ordered another one. It was defective also. The side that says Body Parts-Space had an awful



sound quality with rattling noises. The concept he was trying to convey was good but the CD's

sound quality is very poor. The sound quality of the second CD was okay, although visualizing water

over my head is not for me. I'm not a swimmer either so that doesn't resonate well with me. I tried

this CD both times in three different players by the way. If he decided to redo it with better sound

quality, only then, will it be a winner. I was very disappointed.

First off, you can get this recording for MUCH cheaper on Dr Joe's website. The download is around

$5.I'm glad I didn't spend more than that. I tried very hard to work with these meditations because I

love the work Dr Joe is doing.But to be honest, after a few weeks of really trying, I found Dr

Dispenza's voice to be a clanging in my head. I need either silence to meditate or a soft, mellow

voice with several spaces of long silence. Adyashant might be a good example. Dr Joe really needs

to have someone else do these recordings for him. The script for the meditation is in the book. So

you can read it there and then incorporate it into your meditation in a way that suits you. I made an

effort to record this meditation for myself with a few tweaks. Still didn't work of me. So I just listen to

it once in awhile while I'm doing the dishes or something and then go into silence for my actual

meditation. Dr Joe lost me at "tugging on the garment of the devine" and "admit to it" I guess the

thing that really draws me to Dr Joe's work is the science behind it. I'm thrilled to learn that I can

rewire my brain, but the idea that I'm tugging on the garment of the devine does not resonate with

me at all. So if you get the book, read the meditation in the back of the book before you decide to

buy this recording. Then, if you still think you might find it useful, don't spend this much, go to his

website and download it for a third of the price. His teachings are powerful, his meditation as he

records it, is just so distracting to me.
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